


Agora of Flavours is a newly founded company based in Piraeus / Greece. Our job is to find and promote value-added 

Greek food & drinks all over the world.

Making a dynamic appearance in the export industry of food and drinks, with high expectations and believing in the Greek 

tradition, we have chosen and offer you Premium Greek Traditional Products from different regions of Greece.

We cooperate with selected local producers and small local factories, claiming excellent quality for our customers.

Our products range, contains Organic products, P.D.O (Protected Designation of Origin) and P.G.I. (Protected Geographical 

Indication) products, recognised and awarded products worldwide for their exceptional quality and taste, among which the 

famous Greek Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Olives, Olive Paste, Honey as well as alcoholic drinks such as Ouzo, Tsipouro, Raki, 

Rakomelo, Wines and Liqueurs.

All exported products, are produced only in Greece, have appropriate and necessary international certifications (ISO 

9001:2008, ISO 22000:2005, HACCP, BIO, BRC, IFS, KOSHER), are of high Greek quality products, can meet high taste demands 

and course offered to our customers at highly competitive prices.

Choosing Agora of Flavours you gain : 

� Qualitative selection of products, at the best price,

� Authentic Greek products, from people with passion and great taste,

� Qualified human resources,

� Perfect distribution network,

� Best quality, at the best time,

� After sales support,

� Pursuance for a long and productive relationship with our partners, for a common and stable success and    

growth.
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VISION

Our vision is to spread the Greek products 

and to become the leading international Greek 

name, recognized for our quality and 

innovative Greek traditional food and drinks.

Promoting Greek gastronomical habits and 

culture, we aim to be introduced first in the 

preferences of international consumers.

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY

Agora of Flavours meets the modern European 

culture with high priority its corporate 

responsibility. 

It is our commitment to contribute to global 

development, based on economical, ecological and 

social objectives.

We aim…

• to strengthen our global presence and expand in all 
areas (such as food, sweets etc) providing only high 
quality products.

• to promote products ONLY by Greek producers who 
respect the environment and use techniques and 
quality standards that prevent excessive wastage of 
natural resources.

• to increase necessity and promotion of authentic 
Greek products in foreign markets.

• to make all our clients understand the importance, the 
high quality and the high nutritional value of Greek 
products.

• to our contribution to distinguish more Greek 
products worldwide.

QUALITY RESPONSIBILITY

• Our primary goal is to always fulfil the regulatory 

requirements and those of our clients.

•  We work with certified suppliers which we have 

selected carefully in order the raw materials of 

products to constitute excellent quality.

• We provide our customers access to every order.

• We commit to provide the best quality, at the best 

possible time, with the best specifications.
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We co-operate with certified suppliers which we have carefully selected in order the raw material of products to constitute 

excellent quality. Each one of our partners has its own distinguished presentation in the market.

Drinks prepared using our traditional methods, without any 

preservatives. All our drinks have patents from The Hellenic

Industrial Property Organisation (OBI) and patented names

(labels) at the Ministry of Development. 

Certification: ISO 22000, HACCP 

OUR PARTNERS

…climatic conditions in our country are ideal for the 

cultivation of truffles, led us to create an enterprise

introduces French truffle plants (certified by certificate 

body INRA), and Greek truffle products…

Certification: INRA 
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The company was established in Peloponnese. Initially

winery but soon also distillery together and climate

controlled warehouses completed modern

infrastructure of the company. State-of-the-art

facilities, unique experience and skilled team of

Production, allow CAVINO to look confidently in future

and meet all challenges of present times.

Certification: ISO 22000, HACCP and IFS



OUR PARTNERS

Our journey begins with the finest extra virgin

olive oil from the acclaimed Kalamata region of

Greece.

Olive oils are many but EVGE has taken the

extra steps to ensure that only the best and

distinguished extra virgin olive oil reaches your

table from our harvest.

Certification: ISO 22000, KOSHER USDA and DIO

Our olive oil comes from the rolling hills of the western

region of Crete. The soil, unique microclimate, and most

importantly, the producers of the region contribute to

the creation of our all-natural, unadulterated, top 

quality extra virgin olive oil top quality extra.

subject to strict government inspection in order to

certify its quality by the European Union and the Greek

authorities.
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Mytilene's ouzo, Smyrnio, has been "blended" under 

long years of knowledge and experience, to reveal 

secrets from old recipes to flavour insiders... 

Certification: ISO 2200, HACCP

…based in Heraklion, Crete, our company 

produces and supplies pure, and high 

nutritional products in the tradition of the 

Cretan diet...

Certification: ISO 9001:2008, HACCP, BRC and IFS



Embracing Greek land and with respect to the Greek culture, our partners produce and we have 

the pleasure of offering you, value-added Greek products only.

In our e-shop you will find the famous and irreplaceable Greek Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil & 

Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Olives, Olive Paste, Honey, and of course some Greek alcoholic drinks such 

as Ouzo, Tsipouro/Raki, Rakomelo, Liqueurs and Wines.

Below you can see our products range ...

OUR PRODUCTS
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Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil  &  Extra Virgin Olive Oil  by MITERRA

Our olive oil comes from the rolling hills of the western region of Crete. The soil, unique microclimate, and most importantly, the

producers of the region, contribute to the creation of our all-natural, unadulterated, top quality extra virgin olive oil. 

Our "Limited Harvest" Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil

has a rich fruity aroma and a characteristic peppery

flavor reflecting its very low acidity level. 

Our "Select Harvest" Extra Virgin Olive Oil has a 
golden-green hue with a balanced taste and a long-

lasting smooth aftertaste. The fruity aroma is due to the

Koroneiki olive variety. 
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Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil  by  FELEA GOODS

FeleaGoods® Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil, is originated exclusively from olive trees in Crete. As a result of our investment of time

and our commitment to quality, our olive oil is of the highest grade. Handpicked olives from the fertile soil of Crete deliver

superior olive oil produced under unique climate conditions offering exclusive advantage of a deep, rich flavour. 
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Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil with herbs by FELEA GOODS

Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil infused with various flavors such as

cretan oregano, lemon, rosemary, thyme, garlic and chili pepper. 

Experience the unique fresh, clean and fruity aroma of

FeleaGoods® Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil, rich in grassy scents

with elegant notes of fruit and spices. 
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Extra Virgin Olive Oil  by FELEA GOODS

FeleaGoods® Extra Virgin Olive Oil, is originated

exclusively from olive trees in Crete. As a result of

our investment of time and our commitment to

quality, our olive oil is of the highest grade. 

Handpicked olives from the fertile soil of Crete

deliver superior olive oil produced under unique

climate conditions offering exclusive advantage of

a deep, rich flavour. 
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Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil   &  Extra Virgin Olive Oil by EVGE

The rise of organic farming may be new in today’s food culture; however it is 

nothing new to EVGE and our farmers who have been doing this for decades.  

We are proud to have earned both the European Union’s and the USDA’s seal of 

organic certification.  Our Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil is also Kosher Certified.

EVGE Extra Virgin Olive Oil is produced by our select Greek family farmers 

who ensure that only the best extra virgin olive oil reaches our valued 

customers.  Our unique method of olive oil extraction blends both traditional 

methods and new technologies assuring that nutrients are plentiful, and 

great taste is exemplified.
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Extra Virgin Olive Oil with black and white truffle  by DRYAS

DRYAS Extra Virgin Olive Oil flavored with black truffle aroma (Tuber melanosporum) and with

white truffle aroma (Tuber magnatum pico).   

You will be amazed by this fruity fragrance. A drop of oil is sufficient to flavor the dishes. 
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Olives by EVGE & FELEA GOODS

Taste FeleaGoods® Kalamata olives with their soft meaty texture, 

dipped in olive oil, plump and rich in flavor. They are a delicious 

healthy snack, eaten on their own, into a salad or accompanied 

with bread and Cretan cheese.

Kalamata olives are distinctive for their quality, known for their 

high nutritional value and unique taste.

EVGE Kalamon olives are known for their rich nutritional value 

and exquisite taste.  After being carefully handpicked, our 

olives are left to bask in a basin of sea salt brine that allows the 

olives to naturally season.  We let nature take its course 

without any rush or compromise.  EVGE Kalamon olives are 

suitable for vegetarians.
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Olive Paste by FeleaGoods® *  DRYAS  *  EVGE

EVGE Kalamon olive paste

A smooth texture combined with 

a rich flavour, EVGE olive paste 

is an excellent gourmet delicacy 

that be used for fine dining or 

simply provide a quick healthy 

and tasty snack treat.

DRYAS olive paste with truffle flavor

One of the subtle pleasures of life. And this is

exactly what this cream does. It combines

chopped black olives, adding sunflower and

amazing aroma of truffles.  It is one of those

rare products, which after you have tried it, 

the taste seems to have wrapped around your

mouth, which makes them impossible not to

want even more. 

FeleaGoods® Olive paste

From our delicious olives, we

create an olive paste, a really

healthy and natural appetiser. 

FeleaGoods® offers an exquisite

blend of selected Kalamata or

Green Olives enriched with

Greek herbs and extra virgin

olive oil. 
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Honey by  FeleaGoods® *  Dryas

Some of the Some of the physical properties of honeyphysical properties of honey is the crystallizationis the crystallization.  .  Crystallization known though incorrectly as candy, is a natural Crystallization known though incorrectly as candy, is a natural 

biological phenomenon of natural raw honey, not cause any changebiological phenomenon of natural raw honey, not cause any change in nutritional and biological properties of honey. Therefore in nutritional and biological properties of honey. Therefore 

a crystallized honey is not spoiled or adulterated.a crystallized honey is not spoiled or adulterated.
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Blossom, forest and thyme honey

FeleaGoods® honey comes directly from the rugged Cretan 

mountains where wild herbs and thyme are prevalent.

Enjoy this pure and unrefined honey with silky texture directly 

as produced from bees living at the wildest, rough areas of the 

Cretan mountains.

Acacia honey wiith black truffle

Very tasty DRYAS honey with black truffle 

(Tuber melanosporum).

Pour cooking (adding one tablespoon 

balsamic vinegar with black truffles), serving 

excellent duck breast or foie gras, beef or 

pork caramelize meat, a slice of fresh bread 

on the grill, one spoonful into hot tea, or 

sauces.

Thyme honey with black truffle

Very tasty DRYAS honey with black 

truffle (Tuber aestivum).

Pour cooking (adding one 

tablespoon balsamic vinegar with 

truffles), serving excellent roast 

meat, beef or pork caramelize meat, 

a slice of fresh brad on the grill, one 

spoonful into hot tea, or sauces. 



Rakomelo Classic or Deluxe by Amorgion

This drink was our inspiration, 

and after adding honey to the

recipe and 8 herbs that thrive in

Amorgos, we manufactured the

drink Rakomelo Amorgion. 
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Rakomelo (Baked) by Amorgion

Baked rakomelo, is made with raki and

sugar, that they use to treat in

Amorgos island at the Monastery of

Panagia Chozoviotissa. It has sugar

and honey and is almost the same

drink as Amorgion rakomelo but a 

little lighter (vol. 20%) and more sweet

tasting which younger generations

tend to prefer as they like their soft

drinks…
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Mastichato (Rakomelo with Masticha) by Amorgion

Rakomelo with an island

flavour. The natural resin

from the masticha tree

elevates & offers a rich, 

sophisticated fragrance.

Ideal for digestif after a 

delicious meal. 
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Mekila by Amorgion

Mekila drink is produced by the prickly pears, 

which are wild fruits of the cactus ‘prickly pear’, 

that grows in the island of Amorgos.

Like the tequila drink, which is produced by the

cactus , the prickly pear has its origins in Mexico

City and came in Europe from Spanish sailors the

year 1.500 and spread rapidly in the countries of

Mediterranean.

The lovers of Tequila will find in our drink the

special taste that will excite them!
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Oinomelo Melikraton by Amorgion

The drink inspired by the

ancient Greeks.

…we brewed oinomelo

Melikraton, with wine from

grapes with sun dried

muscat, liquer and herbs

renowned for their digestive

abilities, toning and other .... 

qualities! 
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Lemontelo liqueur by Amorgion
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When the scent of the forest lemon meets 

the bite of rakomelo, the unconventional 

combination of lemon with honey & the 

bright colour of the drink will pleasantly 

surprise you!

Ingredients: Raki, sugar, honey, lemon juice 

& fresh herbs

Best served iced .... 



Tsipouro Meraki by Amorgion

Prepared with traditional

local ingredients without any

preservative. 

Tsipouro can be consumed as

an aperitif, accompanied

with assorted nuts and fruits

or traditional appetizers. 
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Ouzo Mytilene Smyrnio

Ouzo Mytilene Smyrnio "kneeded" with knowledge 

and experience, to reveal secrets of old lost recipes. 

Ouzo Smyrnio has the scent of anise, and other 

aromatic herbs grown only on the island of Lesvos. 

The label, showing the old town of Mytilene, reminds 

us our first steps and the journey, of this unique 

recipe in time.

Enjoy a glass of Ouzo, with olives, seafood ...

Choose good company and…

Cheers!
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Deus Natural Semisparkling Rosato wine 

Deus Natural Semisparkling White wine by  Cavino

Muscat of Rio 60%, Sideritis 40% 

Pale yellow colour with greenish hues. 

Robust aromas of green apple, white

fleshed peach, lychees. Its flavour

achieves a unique balance between

sweet (of the grape sugars) and fine

dioxide pearl (produced by alcoholic

fermentation).

Syrah 100% 

Reddish bright colour with

intensely violet hues. Robust

bouquet of cherry, violet, 

roses. Its taste achieves a 

unique balance between

sweet (of the grape sugars) 

and fine dioxide pearl

(produced by alcoholic

fermentation). 
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Deus NEMEA Semisweet

PDO Nemea

Deep red colour with vibrant red/purple

hues. Aromatic notes of red fruits, 

lavender, butter-scotch. Its taste is warm, 

sugary with velvety tannins. Ideal with

pasta with intense tomato sauce, meats

with sweet sauces. 

Deus NEMEA Semidry

PDO Nemea

Deep red colour with vibrant

red/purple hues. Aromatic notes of

red fruits, lavender, butter-scotch. 

Its taste is warm, soft with velvety

tannins. Ideal with pasta with

creamy or tomato sauce, mild

meat flavours. 

Deus NEMEA

PDO Nemea

Deep red colour with vibrant red/purple hues. Aromatic notes

of red fruits, lavender, butter-scotch. Soft, with velvety tannins. 

Ideal with pasta with creamy or tomato sauce, mild meat

flavours.

Dues Line by Cavino
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Desert Wines by Cavino

Muscat of Patras 100% 

Golden colour. Its aroma is

strong and impressive. Notes of

dried fruit (apricot, peach) and

muscat. Warm, sweet flavour

with intense mouth. Ideal with a 

variety of desserts and fruits. 

Roditis 100% 

Soft bouquet of citrus fruit, 

white fleshed fruits. Sugary

with good volume and acidity

that keeps the balance. Leaves

a fruity after-taste, may be

paired with both spicy, salty

flavours and dishes with cream. 

Deus Muscat Patras

Deus Imiglikos Patras
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Mavrodaphne Reserve

Deus Mavrodaphne Patras

Mavrodaphne 70%, Black Corinth 30% 

The wine matures for 7 years in oak barrels

and at least for 4 more years in the bottle

to develop its complex character. 

Pale red colour with orange hues. Aromatic

notes of dried fruit (plum, fig, raisin), 

chocolate, hazelnut. Rich, complex with a 

sweet feeling, balanced with the character

of its development. Long-lasting and

elegant after-taste. 

Mavrodaphne 70%, Black Corinth 30% 

DEUS MAVRODAPHNE PATRAS

The wine matures for at least 12 months in

large oak barrels to develop its complex

aroma. 

Red colour with terracotta hues. Aromatic

notes of dried fruit (plum, fig, raisin). 

Warm, sweet with notes of tannins that

enhance its structure.

Desert Wines by Cavino
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Premium PDO Wines by Cavino

Agiorgitiko 100%

NEMEA GRANDE RESERVED

Deep purple colour with vibrant red

hues. Aromatic notes of red fruit

syrup, roasted fruits, spices. Robust, 

with well-processed tannins. The

finish offers a long after-taste of

roasted fruits. Ideal with red meat

stews or cheese platters.

NEMEA RESERVED

Deep purple colour with vibrant red

hues. Aromatic notes of red fruit

syrup, lavender, dark chocolate. 

Elegant, with good structure and

soft tannins. The finish offers a long

after-taste of roasted fruits. Ideal

with red meat stews or cheese

platters. 

NEMEA AGIORGITIKO

Deep red colour with vibrant red/purple hues. 

Aromatic notes of red fruits, lavender, butter-

scotch. Soft, with velvety tannins. Ideal with

pasta and meats with light sauces. 
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Premium Wines by Cavino

PGI Red wines

Cabernet Sauvignon PGI Achaia

A selection from the best Achaia's

"terroirs" in their best maturity. The

grapes are carefully and smoothly

handled. The final blending and

maturation takes place in the winery. 

This special wine is revealing the

varietal characteristics and the

potential of the region. Served at 16-

18°C. Accompanies red meat and

mature yellow cheeses. 

Syrah PGI Achaia

A selection from the best Achaia's

"terroirs" in their best maturity. The

grapes are carefully and smoothly

handled. The final blending and

maturation takes place in the winery. 

This special wine is revealing the

varietal characteristics and the

potential of the region. Served at 16-

18°C. Accompanies red meat and

mature yellow cheeses. 
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Premium Wines by Cavino

PGI White wines

Sauvignon Blanc PGI Achaia

A selection from the best Achaia's

"terroirs" in their best maturity. The

grapes are carefully and smoothly

handled. The final blending and

maturation takes place in the winery. 

This special wine is revealing the varietal

characteristics and the potential of the

region. Served at 12-14°C. Accompanies

seafood, pastas and white cheeses. 

Chardonnay PGI Achaia

A selection from the best Achaia's

"terroirs" in their best maturity. The

grapes are carefully and smoothly

handled. The final blending and

maturation takes place in the

winery. This special wine is

revealing the varietal characteristics

and the potential of the region. 

Served at 12-14°C. Accompanies

seafood, pastas and white cheeses. 
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Premium PGI wines by Cavino

Cabernet Sauvignon – Mavro Kalavritino

Purple color, fruity, floral nose. Very 

delicate in the mouth with fine grain 

tannins. Matches with red meat roasted 

or ovened cooked meals. 

Served at 16-18 °C Malagouzia

Yellow green color, aromas of exotic 

fruits. Light body, aromatic and 

refreshing on the palate. Ideally 

with fried fishes and white soft 

cheeses. 

Served at 12-14 °C

Dyo Roes Red Dry Bio

Malagouzia White Dry
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Domain Mega Spileo Red Wines by Cavino

Mega Spileo Red

Over 10 years old

Ready for drinking now and will last for another 8 years

getting more balanced. Decanting for 1 hour before

drinking is recommended. 

Deep red color with lively red tints. Complex aromatics of

laurel, white pepper, gooseberry marmalade, leather and

sweetish wooden background (vanilla, chocolate). 

Balanced finesse taste with soft tannins. Superb powerful

structure supported by great equilibrium of alcohol and

acidity. Long and pleasant finish.

Mega Spileo Cabernet Sauvignon

Over 10 years old

Ready for drinking now and will last for another 15 years getting more

complexity and finesse. Decanting for 1 hour before drinking is

recommended. 

Dark red color with lively red tints. Complex aromatics of black

pepper, ripe fruits, smoked meat, black chocolate and roasted nuts. 

The palate is rich with delicate tannins and acidity verifying its great

capability for aging. 

Mega Spileo Syrah

Over 10 years old

Ready for drinking now and will last

for another 8 years getting more

complexity and finesse. Decanting for

1 hour before drinking is

recommended. 

Dark red color with lively red tints. 

Complex aromatics of black pepper, 

ripe fruits, smoked meat, black

chocolate and roasted nuts. Full

bodies mouth with delicate tannins

and acidity verifying its great

capability for aging. Incredibly long

finish with laurel and roasted nuts

aftertaste. 

THE BEST 

WINE FROM 

GREECE 

OF 2013 BY 

MUNDUS 

VINI
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Domain Mega Spileo White Wine

Mega Spileo White

Over 10 years old

Ready for drinking this year. 

Bright yellow color with green tints. 

Rich aromatics of unripe yellow fruits

(peach, pineapple). The palate is

intensive with refreshing acidity helping

to enjoy the food. The aftertaste is

fruity and refreshing. 

Domain Mega Spileo Rose Wine

Mega Spileo Rose

Over 10 years old

Ready for drinking this year. 

Delicate rose color with

magenta tints. Rich aromatics of

unripe forest fruits and white

pepper. The palate is complex

with refreshing acidity helping to

enjoy the food. The aftertaste is

fruity and refreshing. 
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Traditional Retsina by Cavino

Roditis 100% 

Pale yellow colour. Resin and citrus fruit

aromas. Light, elegant and cool flavour. Resin

aromas dominate the mouth. Ideal with

various traditional dishes of the

Mediterranean like fried seafood platters or

meat platters with fresh vegetables. 

Savatiano 100% 

Pale yellow colour. Resin, mastic and ripe fruit

aromas. Full flavour, with finesse and hints of resin. 

Ideal with various traditional dishes of the

Mediterranean like fried seafood platters or meat

platters with fresh vegetables.

Roditis 100% 

Pale yellow colour. Resin and citrus

fruit aromas. Light, elegant and cool

flavour. Resin aromas dominate the

mouth. Ideal with various traditional

dishes of the Mediterranean like

fried seafood platters or meat

platters with fresh vegetables.
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Gifts…

make a difference… with your own combination
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AGORA OF FLAVOURS

358, Marias Kiouri Str.

GR188 63 Neo Ikonio – Perama

Piraeus – Greece

E-mail: info@agoraofflavours.com

sales@agoraofflavours.com

Managing Director:  Nick Hagidamianos

Mob. (+30) 6977711492 

E-mail: nhatzi@agoraofflavours.com

Sales Director:          Anna Sakaloglou

Mob. (+30) 6972299597

E-mail: asak@agoraofflavours.com

THANK  YOU  FOR  YOUR  ATTENTION


